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While psychiatric genetics has emerged as one of our most
dynamic research fields, the historical context in which we
view these developments is limited. To provide such a per-
spective, the author reviews48 representative texts, published
from 1780 to 1910, examining the inheritance of insanity. Six
main conclusions emerge. First,most authors viewed heredity
as among the strongest risk factors for insanity. Second, most
writers concluded that a predisposition to illness rather than
the illness itself was transmitted in families. Third, the proba-
bilistic nature of the transmission was noted, as insanity often
skipped generations or affected only a few of many siblings.
Fourth, authors discussed the homogeneity versus hetero-
geneity of familial transmission of the various forms of in-
sanities. Heterogeneous transmission was usually seen as the
rule—with relatives of insane patients affected with a wide
variety of psychiatric, and sometimes neurological, illnesses.

Homogeneous transmission (“like begets like”) was the ex-
ception. Fifth,writers noted that odd andeccentric personality
featureswere common in the relatives of their insane patients.
Finally, inheritancewascommonlyunderstoodto includeprior
environmental parental experiences, and some authors noted
that parent-offspring transmission of insanity could arise from
psychological or intrauterine effects. Many of these conclu-
sions, arising solely from clinical experience and without an
understanding of biological mechanisms, statistical analyses,
or necessary controls, are supported by later, more rigorous
methods.Rather thanentirely rejecting itsvalue,wemight view
this literatureasacomplementaryresource, likelymorebiased,
but suffused with the extensive clinical knowledge of our
forebears.
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Psychiatric genetics has, in recent years, been a keydiscipline
driving scientific progress in psychiatry. However, we have
a foreshortened historical framework within which to in-
terpret these advances. Current work in psychiatric genetics
rarely considers work done more than a decade ago. Our
presentism is reinforced by the widespread belief that “real”
genetics only began with the rediscovery of Mendel’s laws in
1900. In fact, psychiatric genetics has a long and rich history,
having been a subject of interest from the beginning of
modern psychiatry in the late 18th century. Having been
unable to find a good introduction to this literature for
modern audiences (but see Porter [1]), I decided towrite one.

I began by reviewing available psychiatric textbooks from
1780 to 1910 originally in or translated intoEnglish or French.
Our opening date marks the publication of Cullen’s major
medical nosology (2), a good starting point for “modern”
psychiatry.Our enddate precedes by a year publications from
Rüdin in Germany (3) and Rosanoff in the United States (4),
whichmark a newphase in the history of psychiatric genetics
with the systematic application of Mendel’s laws. Most of
the textbooks had a section on “causes of insanity,” all of
which contained a discussion on heredity. Since I could find
searchable pdfs for most texts (using the Internet Archive
[https://archive.org] and the HathiTrust Digital Library
[https://www.hathitrust.org/]), I also searched for other

relevant discussions. I identified 48 texts with usable dis-
cussions on the role of heredity in the etiology of insanity.

As I reviewed the texts, I developed evolving tables of
relevant quotations (Tables 1–5), divided by topic, around
which I organize the discussion. Because many quotes dealt
with multiple topics, I assigned them to the most relevant
group. I then examined twoadditional texts to see if the views
expressed on the role of heredity in the psychiatric literature
were similar to those fromoutside thefield (Table 6). I include
theespecially informativequotations in the textandencourage
interested readers to study the other or more complete quo-
tations in the tables. Figure 1 provides a timelineof the authors,
along with major events in the history of genetics.

Before beginning, we need to review the understanding of
human genetics in the late 18th and 19th centuries. Because
inheritance had developed from the legal concepts of cross-
generational transmission of property and wealth (5, 6),
heredity was focused on direct parent-offspring transmission.
Other formsof familial resemblance, suchas insiblings, termed
“collateral inheritance,” were of secondary interest.

Because the concept of the germ line being independent of
somatic tissueswas not demonstrated until the 1880s and not
widely accepted until the early 20th century (7–9), belief in
the inheritance of acquired characteristics was widespread.
Many authors considered what are now known infectious
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diseases (e.g., tuberculous) to be hereditary (10).While many
theories of heredity were proposed in this period, none came
close to our modern understanding, and neither the laws of
Mendel nor the biometrical theories of Galton and Pearson
were applied to insanity until the 20th century (9, 11, 12).

Our authors had no general concept of statistics or con-
trolled observations. Their main clinical tool was the family
history, assessing the presence or absence of disorders in the
close and sometimes more distant relatives of their patients.
Only at the very end of our historical period of interestwas the
concern raised that to interpret their findings, parallel studies
had to be made in the relatives of healthy individuals (13–15).
In this essay, I focus on the broad diagnostic category of “in-
sanity,” as finer diagnostic categories varied widely over time
and place.

THE IMPORTANCE OF HEREDITARY INFLUENCES IN
PSYCHIATRIC ILLNESS

Table 1 presents quotations from 34 psychiatric texts discussing
the role of heredity in the etiology of insanity. As illustrated by

eight representative quotations, the large majority of authors
argued that heredity played an important causal role in insanity:

Arnold 1782: [I] cannot have the smallest hesitation in pro-
nouncing that insanity is frequently communicated by parents to
their children; and that, as there are family likenesses, and
family tempers anddispositions, so this disorder, aswell as the
gout, and some others, affords abundant proof that there are
family diseases (16, p. 290).

Cox1811:Attheheadof the list [of remotecausesof insanity]must
be placed hereditary affections; these often descend from sire to
son, and are transmitted to successive generations (19, p. 22).

Prichard 1837:That the predisposition to insanity, when it has
once arisen, is frequently transmitted [within families], is a
fact too well established to admit of doubt… (24, p. 122).

Esquirol 1845:Hereditary predisposition is themost common
among the remote causes of insanity (27, p. 49).

Maudsley 1867:Themore exact and scrupulous the researches
made, the more distinctly is displayed the influence of he-
reditary taint in the production of insanity (34, p. 212).

FIGURE 1. Timeline of publications and key discoveriesa
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a The authors and dates of publications of the texts reviewed in this article are presented in the upper section of the figure, and key publications or
discoveries relevant tohumangeneticsduringthisepoch in the lower section.Forgeneralhistoriesofgeneticsduringthisperiod,consult references6,9,
68, 76, 87–89. References to the notable publications in the lower section are as follows: Prichard (90), Adams (21), Steinau (91), Lucas (60, 92), Darwin
(93, 94), andGalton (95, 96). For the four authors who published before 1850 and are not likely well known to readers, the followingmay serve as some
background. Prosper Lucas was a French alienist whowrote one of themost famous 19th-century works on genetics, reviewing exhaustively the field
and proposing a theoretical explanation for the nature of inheritance (5, pp. 144–149). Hewas cited frequently byDarwin (94). Steinau authored one of
the key early-19th-century texts on medical genetics and tried to distinguish between truly hereditary disorders and those due to noxious influences
during pregnancy (68, pp. 57–58). Adamswrote one of the very first monographs in English on human heredity (68, pp. 54–55), which is quoted in this
essay. Prichard was a British physician and ethnologist with broad interests in physical anthropology and alienism. His psychiatric work is quoted in this
essay, but he was also, according to López-Beltrán, “the most important figure in the early 19th century British writers on hereditary transmission of
physical and moral characters” (5, pp. 87–100).
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TABLE 1. The magnitude of heritable influences on the occurrence of insanity

Author, Year, Reference Text

Arnold 1782 (16, vol 2) Before I pass from the consideration of bodily to that of mental causes, it may be proper to say something
concerning hereditary predisposition…. the term ought to be considered as merely relative, and as rather
expressiveof thepeculiar origin, andgeneration, of a cause, thanof its specificquality. It points out ageneral
question relative to causes; not any one particular cause. That the gout, scrofula, consumptionof the lungs,
insanity, and some other disorders, may be derived in some respect from our parents, seems so plainly
proved by the frequent occurrence of striking, and indubitable facts, that, in a proper and limited sense, it
cannot, I thinkbedeniedbyanymanofmuchexperienceandobservation: and to refuse todiseasescapable
of being so communicated the title, which they have long possessed, of hereditary disease, seems but
objecting to aname,whilewe allow the reality of the thingwhich it is intended to signify. But that diseasesof
any sort are hereditary is to be admitted only in a very limited sense. They do not pass from parents to their
offspring with the certainty of hereditary estates. A variety of circumstances, to us totally unknown, may
probably in many instances disturb the succession: or, at least, may prevent the actual appearance of the
disease in some fortunate individual, notwithstanding that the latent disposition to it may be some way
transmitted by him to his posterity. It is indeed a common remark, which appears to be verified by fact, that
the disease of the parent may appear in some of the offspring, and not in others; or may lie dormant in the
immediatedescendent, andbreakoutagain in thenextgeneration.… [W]hatevermaybethoughtof thestrict
proprietyofcallinganydiseasehereditary,which isnotcertainly transmitted,and inherited, it cannothave the
smallesthesitation inpronouncing that insanity is frequentlycommunicatedbyparents to their children; and
that, as there are family likenesses, and family tempers anddispositions, for this disorder, aswell as the gout,
and some others, affords abundant proof that there are family diseases (pp. 286–290).

Harper 1789 (17) Whether Insanity be hereditary or not? Andwhat it is that constitutes real Insanity? In the course of inquiry, the
extreme absurdity of the common opinion, that Insanity is an hereditary disease, will plainly appear. It is
true that every constitution is naturally calculated for the reception of particular impressions and passions,
andwhenthe incidentsofhumanaffairsandpeculiarhabitsof livinghappentoconspire toopowerfully to fan
the native spark, the flameof Insanitymaypossibly be kindled; but still the cause canonly be accidental, and
not by any means hereditary (p. vi).

Crichton 1798 (18, vol 1) Of those remote causes which are not only themselves concealed from our senses, but whose mode of
operation is greatly obscured, are to be reckoned all those which proceed from hereditary disposition to
insanity… (p.149).Everymedicalmanpossessedofamoderateshareofexperience,musthaveobservedthat
thechildrenof thosewhohavebeeninsanearemore liable toattacksofdelirium,andalienationofmind, than
thedescendantsof other people; insomuch thatwhere anumerous familyhas sprung fromparentswhoare
tainted, it rarely happens that insanity is not produced in someof that family during part of their lives, by any
slightexcitingcauses. If theymarryandbegetchildren, thesamething isalsoobservedamongthem.This fact
makesusconcludethatmanyhaveanhereditaryright,or inotherwords,arebornwithapredispositiontothe
complaint (pp. 184–185).

Cox 1811 (19) At the headof the list [of remote causes of insanity]must be placedhereditary affections; these oftendescend
from sire to son, and are transmitted to successive generations (p. 22).

Rush 1812 (20) A peculiar and hereditary sameness of organization of the nerves, brain, and blood-vessels, on which I said
formerly the predisposition to madness depended, sometimes pervades whole families, and renders them
liable to this disease from a transient or feeble operation of its causes (p. 48).

Adams 1814 (21) Gout and madness are, by almost universal consent, considered hereditary; yet, if we admit the general
implication as to their immediate causes, both these diseases, and particularly the former, should be
considered as only hereditary in predisposition (p. 16).

Spurzheim 1817 (22) Considerablediversityofopinionhasprevailed,whether insanitybehereditaryornot; andmuch is saidonboth
sides. With [Erasmus] Darwin, Crichton, Cox, Haslam, Hallaran, and many others, I consider insanity as
hereditary. It is indubitable, that children inherit from their parents the constitution of body, and the
dispositions of mind… the internal viscera, such as lungs, stomach, intestines, kidney, bladder, uterus, &c.
with their various dispositions, participate of inheritance, why should it not be the case with the brain?
Numerousfacts, indeed,areunfortunately toowellascertained, that theoffspringof insaneparentsaremore
liable to insanity than thosewhose parents have never shown any derangedmanifestations of themind (pp.
102–103).

Heinroth 1837 Insanity is the lossofmoral liberty; it neverdependsonaphysicalcause; it is not adiseaseof thebody,butof the
mind; it is a sin. It is not, and it cannotbe, hereditary, for the thinkingego, the soul, is nothereditary (quoted in
Hammond [23, p. 80]).

Prichard 1837 (24) That the predisposition to insanity, when it has once arisen, is frequently transmitted [within families], is a fact
too well established to admit of doubt.… There is reason for believing that this one circumstance of
constitutional tendency tomental derangement is by itselfmore important, in respect to theorigination and
the frequent occurrence of the disease, than all the other causes … taken together (pp. 122–124).

continued
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TABLE 1, continued

Author, Year, Reference Text

Morris 1844 (25) Hereditary predisposition — This is a very frequent remote cause of insanity, for if insanity [as I believe] be
always preceded and accompanied by a peculiarly debilitated state of the constitution, can we wonder if
the children of such parents should partake of that debility? [He then discusses gout and scrofula and
concludes]… these three diseases, perhaps more than any others, have been said to arise from hereditary
predisposition (pp. 22–23).

Baillarger 1844 (26) Everyone is awareof the influenceofheredity in theproductionofmadness.Amongthosewhorun institutions
devoted to insane persons, he would have to be unqualified if he did not observe a sufficient number of
facts to establish his conviction in this regard. It is besides a popular and very old opinion on the heredity of
insanity, and the published statistical records of these twenty years only confirmed it. But if the very fact of
heredity of madness no longer need to be proven, it remains to be studied in detail… (p. 158). I think I must
point out that the study of madness may, better than any other disease, be used to the advancement of
the general history of heredity and to the determination of the laws that it follows (p. 168).

Esquirol 1845 (27) Hereditary predisposition is the most common among the remote causes of insanity (p. 49).
Noble 1853 (28) The first noticeable fact having reference to the predisposition to mental derangement, is its hereditary

character. I verymuchdoubtwhetheranyotherclassofdiseasesexhibits this featuresoremarkably.… I amof
opinion, indeed, that nopathological state exemplifiesmore strikingly thecommunicabilitybygenerationof
morbid tendencies, than Insanity… (pp. 231–232). Gout, scrofula, affections of the heart, and certain other
diseases, are undoubtedly hereditary. Their causation, in many instances can be made out; but very often
their origin can neither be accounted for nor explained; and yet, by generation, they become the
characteristics of particular families. It is just the same thing with insanity (pp. 242–243).

Bucknill 1858 (29) Among the most important predisposing influences are hereditary predisposition… (p. 240).
Griesinger 1861 (30, 31) Hereditary Predisposition—Statistical investigations strengthen very remarkably the opinion generally held by

physicians and the laity, that in the greater number of cases of insanity a hereditary predisposition lies at the
bottom of the malady; and I believe that we might, without hesitation, affirm that there is really no
circumstance more powerful than this (p. 150).

Marcé 1862 (32) Heredity is a provisionunderwhich theparents transmit to their childrencertain statesor certain physiological
or pathological dispositions.Of all the predisposingcausesofmadness, heredity is unquestionably themost
important. It dominates the pathogenesis of mental illnesses (pp. 102–103).

Sankey 1866 (33) An hereditary tendency to insanity is admitted as awell-observed fact by nearly everywriter on the disease.…
[A]fter all, I entertain no doubt of the fact that hereditary influence is a predisposing cause of insanity (pp.
191–192).

Maudsley 1867 (34) Hereditary Predisposition. —The more exact and scrupulous the researches made, the more distinctly is
displayed the influence of hereditary taint in the production of insanity.…Whatever, then,may be the exact
number of cases in which hereditary predisposition is positively ascertained, it may, I think, be broadly
asserted that, in the greatmajority of cases, whether there has been observablemadness or not in father or
mother, or some remoter relative, there has been some constitutional instability or infirmity of nervous
element in the individual whereby he has been unable to rally against adversity, and has broken down in
insanity (pp. 212–213).

Blandford 1871 (35) The first tendency which demands your attention is hereditary transmission, for it is of all [causes] the most
potentandought always tobekept in viewby thoseawareof its existence,whethermedicalmen,parents, or
guardians. Here is a cause of insanity which cannot be got rid of, a part and parcel of the individual’s
constitution and being (p. 118).

Du Saulle, 1873 (36) [After reviewingprior studies] These authors providedagooddeal ofmaterial. Theyestablished irrefutably that
mental illnesses can be transmitted from ancestors to descendants bymeans of procreation and based on
laws that are often very complex (pp. 2–3).

Dickson 1874 (37) The operationof predisposing causes ismarkedly seen in insanity, and perhaps themost powerfullymarked is
hereditary tendency (p. 13).

Dagonet 1876 (38) Hereditary predispositionmust be placed at the top of the special causes [as opposed to “the general causes,”
such as sex and age], it plays an important role in the production of mental illnesses.… Heredity fixes
alienation in families and makes it transmissible from generation to generation (p. 474).

Ball 1880 (39) And if I were asked to condense, in a word, everything we know about the origins of madness, I would gladly
answer: “There is only one cause of insanity—that is heredity” (p. 354).

Hammond 1883 (23) The hereditary transmission of peculiarities of form, mental character, manner, idiosyncrasies, habits, and
proclivity to disease, is no longer a matter of doubt with those best qualified to form an opinion on the
subject… (p. 75). Like the transmission of the physical and mental qualities, the transfer of pathological
tendencies from parents to offspring must be accepted as a fact amply capable of demonstration, but not
susceptibleofexplanation… (p. 77).That insanity isoftentransmittedbyhereditary influence isa fact scarcely
requiring discussion (p. 80).

Folsom 1886 (40) In general, itmaybe said that themore individuals of bothbranches inwhom insanity and its allieddiseases are
found, just so far may a larger proportion of the children be expected to suffer [from insanity].…
Undoubtedly, a great portionof themental and nervous disorder commonly attributed to heredity is largely
caused or aggravated by imitation and by vicious training of children (pp. 115–116).

continued
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Dagonet 1876:Hereditary predispositionmust be placed at the
top of the special causes [as opposed to “the general causes,”
such as sex and age], it plays an important role in the pro-
duction of mental illnesses… (38, p. 474).

Hammond 1883: That insanity is often transmitted by heredi-
tary influence is a fact scarcely requiring discussion (23, p. 80).

Ballet 1903: The role of heredity in mental pathology is well
established…. There is no illness … wherein the action of
heredity is better demonstrated (48, p. 22).

While the opinion expressed in these examples—that
hereditary factors contributed strongly to risk for insanity—
was very common in our texts reviewed, it was not universal.
Three of our authors were skeptical:

Harper 1789:Whether Insanity be hereditary or not? Andwhat
it is that constitutes real Insanity? In the course of inquiry, the
extreme absurdity of the common opinion, that Insanity is an
hereditary disease, will plainly appear. It is true that every
constitution is naturally calculated for the reception of par-
ticular impressions and passions, and when the incidents of
human affairs and peculiar habits of living happen to con-
spire too powerfully to fan the native spark, the flame of
Insanity may possibly be kindled; but still the cause can only
be accidental, and not by any means hereditary (17, p. vi).

Heinroth 1837: Insanity is the loss of moral liberty; it never
depends on a physical cause; it is not a disease of the body, but
of themind; it is a sin. It is not, and it cannot be, hereditary, for
the thinking ego, the soul, is not hereditary (translated in
Hammond [23, p. 80]).

Folsom 1886: In general, it may be said that the more indi-
viduals of both branches in whom insanity and its allied
diseases are found, just so far may a larger proportion of the
childrenbeexpected to suffer [from insanity]…Undoubtedly,
a great portion of themental and nervous disorder commonly
attributed to heredity is largely caused or aggravated by
imitation and by vicious training of children (40, pp. 115–116).

Their reasons for denying an etiologic role for heredity in
insanity differed. Later in hismonograph,Harper argues that
insanity results from disturbances of the mind, not physical
disordersof thebodyorbrain.Heinrothbelieved that insanity
resulted from sin. Folsom, by contrast, accepted that insanity
runs in families but suggested that the causes were largely
psychological.

NATURE OF THE HEREDITARY TRANSMISSION OF
INSANITY

Many of our authors considered the question of what pre-
ciselywas passedwithin families that predisposed to insanity
(Table 2). Was the disease itself transmitted or was only a
predisposition? We begin with an insightful early passage
from one of the first monographs in English on hereditary
diseases:

Adams 1814:Madness, as well as gout, is never hereditary, but
in susceptibility; and those who have paid the greatest at-
tention to the subject, must admit the two degrees of sus-
ceptibility. Whenwe perceive… several children of the same

TABLE 1, continued

Author, Year, Reference Text

Burr 1894 (41) Under this head [constitutional causes] come all causes of insanity which operate because of some innate
defect inconstitutionordevelopmentof the individual.Herehereditary tendencyfigures toagreatextent.…
There isknownhereditary tendencytomentaldiseases,either remoteor immediate, inaboutfiftypercent.of
all cases under treatment in large institutions. Probably if the facts were invariably discoverable, the
percentage would be found vastly greater (pp. 30–31).

Meynert 1885 (97) Dissatisfiedwith the statisticalmethod,which laid inordinate stressuponhereditarypredisposition todisease, I
have considered predisposition as a formof disease and not as a condition antecedent to it. I have above all
referredtotheanatomicalpeculiaritiesconstitutingpredisposition. Iwasnotcontent,asothershavebeen, to
accept the mystical conception of heredity, but have insisted on the anatomical peculiarities in patients
which constitute predisposition (p. viii).

Clark 1895 (42) Heredity is the most potent cause of insanity in its predisposing tendency (p. 244.)
Mercier 1890 (43) That the children of insane parents are apt to inherit a tendency to insanity is what might be expected and is a

well-established fact (p. 144).
Krafft-Ebing 1903 (44, 45) As a rule, however, it is not sufficient to knowthe individual historyof life anddevelopment; usuallywemust go

further to thephysical andmentalpeculiaritiesofprogenitors, for,with theexceptionof tuberculosis, there is
nodisease that is so far grounded inheredity, inphysical andmental anomaliesoforganization, and in the life
and conditions of progenitors, as insanity… (p. 137). By far the most important cause of insanity is
transmissibility of psychopathic dispositions or cerebral infirmities by way of heredity (p. 157).

Berkley 1900 (46) Of all the varied inciting causes of mental infirmities, heredity and alcohol are the most important (p. 105).
Brower 1902 (47) First among all predisposing factors of insanitymust be reckoned heredity, or the hereditary transmission of a

liability tomentalbreakdownor failure… [I]tmaybeconsideredasoneof themosthereditaryofdiseases (pp.
18–20).

Ballet 1903 (48) The role of heredity in mental pathology is well established.… There is no illness … wherein the action of
heredity is better demonstrated (p. 22).

Dana 1904 (49) Heredity is the most serious and important of these predisposing causes.… A nervous disease, however, is
rarely directly inherited (p. 23).

De Fursac 1903 (50, 51) Congenital predisposition exists in more than half or in about two-thirds of the insane. A morbid heredity
constitutes its most frequent cause… (p. 8).
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TABLE 2. The nature and mode of transmission of insanity in families

Author, Year, Reference Text

Adams 1814 (21) Madness, aswell as gout, is never hereditary, but in susceptibility; and thosewhohave paid the greatest
attention to the subject,must admit the twodegreesof susceptibility.Whenweperceive, (aneventby
nomeans uncommon) several children of the same parents, and sometimes in different branches of
the same family, seizedwithmadness about the age of puberty, we cannot but admit a disposition to
the disease; for though somemental irritation is usually assigned, yet the cause is often so trivial, that
we cannot doubt whether the supposed effect has preceded it.… But when the susceptibility
amounts only to a predisposition, requiring the operation of some external cause to produce the
disease, there is every reason to hope, that the action of the disease may be for the most part much
lessened, if not prevented altogether… (pp. 26–27).

Spurzheim 1817 (22) Those who deny hereditary diseases must at least admit hereditary predisposition to diseases. As
weakness of certain parts runs through whole families, so at least a predisposition to insanity is
propagated from parents to children.… This object [hereditary transmission] is involved in deep
obscurity,and Idonot intendtohazardanexplanation;but the fact is indubitable.Ontheotherhand, it
mustbeadmitted thatchildrenborn frominsaneparentsmayescape,as is thecase inotherhereditary
complaints and that insanity may be produced in every person, born from the strongest and most
healthy parents.… The hereditary dispositions cannot be explained by the mind itself, which we
considerasafreeagent. If itcould, it certainlywouldescapesuchmiserablesituations.… I think itmore
natural toexplainhereditary insanity, like all otherhereditarydispositions, by thecorporeal conditions
by which the powers of the mind are manifested (pp. 103–105).

Noble 1853 (28) When hereditary tendency to insanity exists, then, it becomes necessary to assume that some peculiar
proneness to disordered action inheres in the cerebral and nervous structures, not compromising
sensibly theorganizationat large;butof theprecisenatureof this tendencyweareasyet ignorant… (p.
233). There is good reason for believing that, in the case of insanity, as in other forms of inherited
disease, even if the tendency todisorderedaction in thebrainandnervous systemdonotdisplay itself
at birth or in early life, the slightest injurymay give effect to it so as to produce derangement ofmind.
Andapredispositiononceestablished, the liabilitymaybecommunicated tosucceedinggenerations,
just as happens with regard to constitutional maladies in general (pp. 236–237).

Morel 1857 We do not mean exclusively by heredity the very complaint of the parents transmitted to the children,
with the identical symptoms, both physical and moral, observed in the progenitors. By the term
heredity we understand the transmission of organic dispositions from parents to children. Mad
doctors have, perhaps, more frequent occasion than others for observing this hereditary
transmission, as also the various transformations which are exhibited in the descendants. They are
aware that a simple neuropathic state of the parents may produce in the children an organic
dispositionwhichwill result inmania ormelancholy nervous affectionswhich in turnmay give rise to
more serious degeneracy, and terminate in the idiocy or imbecility of thosewho form the last links in
the chain of hereditary transmission (quoted in Ribot [52, p. 210]).

Moreau 1859 It shows an incorrect conception of the law of heredity to look for a return of identical phenomena in
each new generation. There are some who have refused to subject mental faculties to heredity,
because theywouldhave thecharacterand intelligenceof thedescendantsexactly the sameas those
of the progenitors; they would have one generation the copy of the other that went before it, the
father and son presenting the spectacle of one being having two births, and each time leading the
same life, under the same conditions. But it is not in the identity of functions, or of organic or
intellectual facts thatwemust seek theapplicationof the lawofheredity, but at the very fountainhead
of the organism, in its inmost constitution. A familywhose headhas died insane or epileptic, does not
of necessity consist of lunatics andepileptics; but thechildrenmaybe idiots, paralytics, or scrofulous.
What the father transmits to the children is not insanity, but a vicious constitutionwhichwillmanifest
itself under various forms, in epilepsy, hysteria, scrofula, rickets. Thus it is that we are to understand
hereditary transmission (quoted in Ribot [52, pp. 209–210]).

Marcé 1862 (32) Instead of being direct, heredity can be collateral. So, for many insane, there are no traces of affected
ancestors but only an affected cousin, uncle, or aunt. In other cases, heredity jumps one degree, the
disease being transmitted from grandfather to grandson and sparing the middle generation.
Sometimes heredity follows the sexes; we observed families in which the women become insane,
while the men keep their reason intact. Finally, there is sometimes variation in the children who
succumbtohereditary transmission:betweentwochildrenone is struckwith illness,whileone isborn
who remains unscathed from all madness until the end of his life. Such are the odd varieties that the
law of heredity can offer (p. 104).

continued
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TABLE 2, continued

Author, Year, Reference Text

Sankey 1866 (33) No doubtmental individuality is transmitted fromparent to offspring as well as physical resemblances,
and morbid processes as well as what is called the “constitution” of a man. Indeed, we can see
propensities transmitted. Hereditary influences may act not only through the physical condition in
producing a liability, but the “force of example,” —as a constant impression present in the mindmay
give a bias to action, not only in health but in disease. The child whose ancestors one after another
have immolated themselves in different ways, must have that fact ever present in his mind (pp.
193–194).

Krafft-Ebing 1903 (44, 45) The physical andmental organization and peculiarities may be transmitted from the first generation to
the third, without making their appearance in the intervening generation.…Only in rare cases is the
actual disease transmitted by heredity (congenital insanity, hereditary syphilis); as a rule, it is only the
disposition to it that is transmitted. Under such circumstances actual disease occurs only when
accessory injurious influences make themselves felt (p. 158).

Clark 1895 (42) The factor which is inherited cannot be insanity per se, but may be an instability or disordered
arrangement of nerve tissue, which allows insanity to occur, and we must look for the bequeathed
antecedentsof insanity,not in insanity itselfasexisting inprogenitors,but inallmaladies,whichdisplay
evidence of undue instability or disorder of the highest nerve arrangements (p. 238).

Maudsley 1895 (53) What is it that he inheritswho inherits a predisposition to insanity?How far is he the thralled victimof an
evil fate? In the first place, it is certain that he does not inherit actual madness, since no one is born
mad; he inherits only a predisposition to it, which may be either strong or weak: so strong in a few
instances as to burst forth and wreck the mind in childhood; so weak in some instances as to lie
dormant and not issue in actual derangement; of such force in other instances as to be kindled into
flame by the evil troubles and vicissitudes of life.… [H]ewho inherits a predisposition to insanity does
not necessarily get it from a parent who happens to be insane; no, not even though his father was
insanewhenhewasbegottenor though inmadnesshismotherconceivedhim.Hegets it fromwhere
his parent got it—from the insane strainof the family stock.…Thus it comes to pass, on theonehand,
that thechildofan insaneparent isperhapsnever insaneat all, andontheotherhand that thechildofa
sane parent, who has an insane uncle or aunt, becomes insane… (pp. 47–48). A predisposition to
insanity not being the heritage of something definite and known passing from one generation to
another inadefiniteandconstantway,but ratherofanuncertainbundleofobscure tendencieswhich
break up into various distributions, therefore it is impossible even to guesswith any confidencewhat
the issue shall be in a particular case (p. 51).

Mercier 1890 (43) (nature
of transmission)

What is inherited from an insane person is not insanity itself, it is an undue instability of nervous
organization; and hence, whenever there is undue instability of nervous organization in the
progenitors, there will be liability to insanity in the offspring… (p. 145). The stability or instability of a
person’shighestnervousarrangementsdependsprimarilyandchieflyupon inheritance.…Everyman
is the outcomeand the product of his ancestry…Doubtless everyman is to someextentmolded into
conformitywithcircumstancesby the influenceof circumstancesuponhim; but the small amountof
new character that circumstances can produce in any individual, in comparison with the characters
transmitted to him by his ancestry, may be gathered from the length of time that circumstances can
act upon him, in comparisonwith the aggregate length of time [of]… the long line of his ancestry.…
[B]ut the fact remains that, for thegreatmajorityof people, thequestionof the stabilityor instabilityof
their highest nervous arrangements resolves itself into a question of the kind and degree of
organization that they have inherited from their ancestry (pp. 142–143).

Mercier 1890 (43) (mode
of transmission)

Latency and Reversion. Among themost remarkable of the many remarkable occurrences of heredity
are the complementary phenomena known as Latency and Reversion.When an attribute exists in an
individual, is absent inhisoffspring, andreappears in the thirdor somesubsequentgeneration, it is said
to be latent in those generations in which it does not appear; and the individual in whom it at length
appears is said to revert, in so far as that attribute is concerned, to theancestor inwhomitwaspresent
(p. 149).

Regis 1895 (54) Heredity ismost frequently from the parents, that is, it is immediate. Itmay be on the side of both father
andmother, and in that case, it is called double, or fromconvergent factors. Generally, it is fromone
parent, either father or mother, and then it is simple heredity, either paternal or maternal.… The
heredity may be traced from the grandparents, having passed by the immediate ancestors. It is then
mediate heredity. It may also have existed for many prior generations and in that case it is called
cumulative.Heredity iseitherdirectorcollateralaccordingas it isobserved inparentsorgrandparents
or incollateral branchesof the family.Hereditary insanitymayappear inchildrenat the same time that
it appeared in theparent, and it is thencalledhomochronous. Itmayalsoappear inchildrena longeror
shorter time before it is seen in the parent. It may then be called anticipatory as regards the parental
disease, which has so far remained latent (p. 39).

Kellogg 1897 (55) Itmaybewell to sayhere that diseases are never inherited, but only tendencies todisease. In the caseof
Insanity it is the instabilityofnervouscenters, the tendency tovasomotor andnutritionaldisorder, and
the susceptibility to functional mental disturbance which are inherited (p. 84).

continued
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parents, and sometimes in different branches of the same
family, seized with madness about the age of puberty, we
cannot but admit a disposition to the disease; for though some
mental irritation is usually assigned, yet the cause is often so
trivial, that we cannot doubt whether the supposed effect has
preceded it.… But when the susceptibility amounts only to a
predisposition, requiring the operation of some external cause
to produce the disease, there is every reason to hope, that the
actionof thediseasemaybe for themostpartmuch lessened, if
not prevented altogether… (21, pp. 26–27; italics added).

Adams argues that insanity is itself never directly inherited,
but familial riskcancome in two “strengths.”Thosewith a strong
family burden have a disposition whose onset occurs with only
a “trivial” proximal cause. Those with a weaker familial back-
ground have a predisposition, so that insanity will arise only with
a strong “external cause.” Here are four other authors support-
ing the concept that only a predisposition to insanity is inherited:

Spurzheim 1817: Those who deny hereditary diseases must at
least admithereditarypredisposition todiseases.Asweakness
of certain parts runs through whole families, so at least a
predisposition to insanity is propagated from parents to
children… (22, p. 103).

Noble 1853:Whenhereditary tendency to insanity exists, then,
it becomes necessary to assume that some peculiar proneness
to disordered action inheres in the cerebral and nervous
structures (28, p. 233).

Morel 1857: By the term heredity we understand the trans-
mission of organic dispositions from parents to children
(quoted in Ribot [52, p. 210]).

Kraepelin 1899: Only in the most severe forms of hereditary
degeneration are morbid states as such transmitted; as a rule
on the predisposition to disease, to an insufficient mental
stability, is hereditary (56; 57, vol. 1, p. 68).

A number of these authors offer a “metaphor” for the
transmitted predisposition (e.g., “weakness in certain parts”
or “proneness to disordered action”). Of interest, one author
wonders, in line with Folsom’s views, whether along with
biological forms of heredity, psychological factors could
contribute to the transmission of insanity across generations:

Sankey 1866:Hereditary influences may act not only through
thephysical condition inproducing a liability, but the “forceof
example,”—as a constant impression present in themindmay
give a bias to action, not only inhealthbut in disease (33, p. 193).

In a similar vein, Du Saulle, writing in 1873 (36), described
thepotentially contagiousnatureofdelusional beliefs (Table5).

MODE OF TRANSMISSION

Several authors examinedmore specifically how insanitywas
transmitted within families (Table 2). Traditionally, heredity
in Europe from the 17th century onward implied parent-
offspring transmission (6). The variety of patterns is well
illustrated in this passage:

Marcé 1862: Instead of being direct, heredity can be collateral.
So, for many insane, there are no traces of affected ancestors
but only an affected cousin, uncle, or aunt. In other cases,
heredity jumps one degree, the disease being transmitted
from grandfather to grandson and sparing the middle gen-
eration. Sometimes heredity follows the sexes; we observed
families in which the women become insane, while the men
keep their reason intact (32, p. 104).

Brower (47) comments (see Table 2) on the uncertainty
involved in the familial transmission of insanity, and how
often, for example, it skips a generation, whereas Arnold and
Marcé note the apparent randomness of inheritance:

TABLE 2, continued

Author, Year, Reference Text

Kraepelin 1899 (56, 57) Only in themost severe formsofhereditarydegenerationaremorbidstatesassuchtransmitted;asa rule
on the predisposition to disease, to an insufficient mental stability, is hereditary, which only leads in
turn to real insanity when unfavorable influences exercise their harmful effect on the basis of the
hereditary predisposition (p. 68).

Macpherson 1899 (58) It is not as a rule the special pathological characters themselves which are transmitted, but a
predisposition—manifested usually by amorbid affection of nutrition, a feebleness of development,
and certain functional incompetencies—which is capable of engendering under unfavorable
influences diseases of very different appearances. This morbid hereditary deviation from the normal
type,whethergraveor light, isalwaysassociatedwithacorrespondingchange insomefunctionof the
nervous system (p. 5).

Brower 1902 (47) There is, however, as is well known, no fatal certainty of the transmission ofmental or other defect; the
children of insane parents may escape altogether, or it may appear in only one or twomembers of a
family, or may skip one or two generations (p. 19).

Dana 1904 (49) Parents do not pass down special [psychiatric] maladies, but only a general tendency to nerve disease,
which is not developed into any distinct trouble unless some disturbing cause arises (p. 23).

Chaddock 1904 (59) Hereditary predisposition to insanity is proved by the history.… An insane ancestry casts suspicion on
descendants, and this suspicion is called hereditary predisposition. When certain neuropathic
symptomsare present in an individual they justify a diagnosis of a predisposition to insanity. The signs
of a neuropsychopathic predisposition may be indicated rather than defined … night-terrors …
striking eccentricity of character not due to education; lack of development of normal moral
feeling … hysteria; hypochondria; general nervous weakness devoid of sufficient cause; illogical
suspicions… these are some of themanyways in which predisposition to insanitymay be indicated,
but which may or may not be followed by insanity (pp. 91–92).
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Arnold 1782: That diseases of any sort are hereditary is to be
admitted only in a very limited sense. They do not pass from
parents to their offspring with the certainty of hereditary
estates.Avarietyof circumstances, tous totallyunknown,may
probably inmany instances disturb the succession (16, p. 287).

Marcé 1862: [T]here is sometimes variation in the children
who succumb to hereditary transmission: between two chil-
dren one is struck with illness, while one is born who remains
unscathedfromallmadnessuntil theendofhis life.Sucharethe
odd varieties that the law of heredity can offer (32, p. 104).

SPECIFICITY OF TRANSMISSION WITHIN FAMILIES

Twenty of our authors commented on the nature of the
psychiatric and nervous conditions that co-occurred in
families with insanity (Table 3). They were particularly in-
terested in the degree towhich the familial transmission was
homogeneous (i.e., the disorder “ran true”within families) or
heterogeneous. Far more authors observed familial hetero-
geneity, starting with Benjamin Rush:

Rush 1812: A predisposition to certain diseases seated in parts
contiguous to the seatofmadnessoftendescends fromparents
to their children. Thus, we sometimes see madness in a son
whose father or mother had been afflicted only with hysteria,
or habitual headache. The reverse of this remark likewise
sometimes takes place (20, pp. 52–53).

Many authors noted the wide variety of disorders often
found in the relatives of the insane:

Maudsley 1867: [N]ot insanity only in theparents, but any form
of nervous disease in them—epilepsy, hysteria, and even
neuralgia—may predispose to insanity in the offspring, as,
conversely, insanity in the parent may predispose to other
kinds of nervous disease in the offspring (34, p. 213).

Burr 1894: One inherits a susceptibility, so-called, to mental
disease from intemperate, vicious, insane, or delicate an-
cestors (41, p. 158).

Berkley 1900: Only exceptionally … is the type of insanity
developed in the descendant identicalwith that present in the
forefather (46, p. 106).

De Fursac 1903: Heredity is … similar when the anomaly
present in the descendant is the same as that in the ascendant;
in the opposite case it is dissimilar. The latter form is by far the
most frequent (50; 51, p. 9).

Krafft-Ebing 1903: It is only exceptionally that one and the
same disease in progenitors and descendants develops as a
result of hereditary transmission of abnormal disposition. On
the contrary, there is a remarkable changeableness of the
disease-pictures that has almost the significance of a law
(polymorphism or transmutation) (44; 45, p. 9).

However, others note that homogeneous transmission can
frequently occur:

Schule 1880/1888: The transmission of disorders may be
grouped according to form. Most often, the nature of the
disorder is the same as in the ancestors, that is to say that a
melancholy of thedescendantsmayappear in succession from
themelancholy of the parents, frequentlywith the same ideas

and same tendencies. Thus, suicide is also transmitted from
one generation to another (61; 62, p. 409).

Kraepelin 1899: The clinical form as well as the course of the
mental disorder [often] faithfully repeats in each individual
case the clinical picture of the ancestry from whom the
characteristics are inherited (56; 57, p. 69).

Finally, some authors note that both forms of transmission
are common:

Griesinger 1861: Sometimes hereditary mental disorders
present essentially the same character in parents and chil-
dren, and occasionally also in a whole line of brothers and
sisters, appearing at the same age and terminating in the same
manner—as, for example, by suicide. Frequently, however,
this is not the case; the psychical disorder manifests itself in
different ways (30; 31, p. 155).

Marcé 1862:Hereditary affections canbe transmitted either in
a complete or an incomplete manner. It is rare that a mental
illness is found in children exactly with the same form, the
same nuances as was seen in the parents. However, science
has shown instances inwhich the transmission is as perfect as
possible (32, p. 106).

Regis 1895:Thehereditary taintmay reveal itself in the children
by a mental disorder identical with that of the parent. This
occurs incasesofsuicidal impulseandsometimesalso incertain
forms of alienation, such, for example, as circular insanity. It is
then similar or homologous. It is dissimilar or transformed, on
the other hand, when it is modified in passing from one gen-
eration to another. This is generally the case (54, pp. 38–40).

PERSONALITY AND AN “INSANITY SPECTRUM”

Anumber of our authors commented on the kind of traits and
peculiarities they frequently saw in the relatives of their
insane patients (Table 4). We begin with the first two of our
authors to note this:

Cox 1811: There is a connate predisposition [to insanity],
where certain peculiarities are exhibited, whichmarkmen as
characters who delight in oddity, in singularity of manner,
modesof thinkingandreasoning, suchasoftenaccompany the
different temperaments when they are exquisitely marked,
when extreme mobility of body and mind, or torpidity of
either, takes place… (19, pp. 23–24).

Prichard 1837: In many instances it has been observed that,
while somemembers of a family are manifest lunatics, others
are only eccentric in character, displaying peculiarities of
habit, conduct, and disposition (24, p. 124).

Typical comments from other authors include the following:

Griesinger 1861:Anoriginal anomalousdisposition is alsonot to
be denied in those cases where one or both parents, although
not suffering under insanity, present a striking eccentricity or
extravagance of character, and a morbid exaltation of the
passions, which strongly approach to insanity (30; 31, p. 153).

Ball 1880: For others finally, and I frankly agree with their
opinion, it is necessary to take into account not only
madness [in relatives of the insane], but other material or
moral [psychological] deviations parallel to it: neurosis, the
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TABLE 3. Homogeneous versus heterogeneous transmission of mental illness within families

Author, Year, Reference Text

Rush 1812 (20) A predisposition to certain diseases seated in parts contiguous to the seat of madness often descends from
parentsto theirchildren.Thuswesometimesseemadness inasonwhosefatherormotherhadbeenafflicted
only with hysteria, or habitual head-ache. The reverse of this remark likewise sometimes takes place (pp.
52–53).

Prichard 1837 (24) Inmany instancesoneparticular formofmentaldisorderseemstobetransmitted in families.…As theparticular
form of insanity is determined in a great measure by the natural temperament, and as peculiarities of
temperament are hereditary, the predisposition to mental disease, where it exists in a family, is likely to be
determined in its type or character. This, however, is not uniformly the fact. There are many instances in
whichone individual is affectedwithmelancholy dejection and a tendency tomonomania, while another of
the same kindred is subject to attacks of raving madness (p. 124).

Lucas 1850 (60, vol 2) The inheritance of this nature of madness is displayed in the inheritance of all the various diseases
accompanying, preceding or following it, such as epilepsy, hysteria, cerebral congestion, meningitis,
encephalitis, apoplexy, paralysis, all, as we have seen, transmissible by the way of generation (p. 764).

Griesinger 1861 (30, 31) Wedowell not to conceiveof a family predisposition tomental diseases as limited to these alone, but rather to
consider it as a disposition to serious cerebral and nervous diseases generally… (p. 153). Sometimes
hereditarymental disorderspresent essentially the samecharacter in parents andchildren, andoccasionally
also in awhole line of brothers and sisters, appearing at the same age and terminating in the samemanner—
as, for example, by suicide. Frequently, however, this is not the case; thepsychical disordermanifests itself in
different ways, partly dependent on external circumstances (p. 155).

Marcé 1862 (32) Hereditary affections can be transmitted either in a complete or an incompletemanner. It is rare that amental
illness is found inchildrenexactlywiththesameform,thesamenuancesaswasseenintheparents.However,
science has shown instances in which the transmission is as perfect as possible (p. 106).

Maudsley 1867 (34) [N]ot insanity only in the parents, but any form of nervous disease in them—epilepsy, hysteria, and even
neuralgia—may predispose to insanity in the offspring, as, conversely, insanity in the parentmay predispose
to other kinds of nervous disease in the offspring… [T]he disorders of the different nervous centers may
occasionally blend,or combine, or replaceoneanother in a remarkablemanner, soas togive rise tovarieties
of disease intermediate between those which are commonly regarded as typical. Now this circumstance,
manifest enough in individual life, ismuchmore plainly displayedwhenwe trace the history and progress of
nervous disease through generations (pp. 213–214).

Du Saulle 1873 (36) The simplest case is that in which ancestors transmit to their descendants the illness that they themselves
suffered,withallof itsaccompanyingsymptoms.…Whenheredityassumesthesecharacteristics,wesaythat
it is similar. It is rare among mental pathology phenomena.… We don’t usually see such an invariable
uniformity in the transmissionofmental illnesses;mostoften, the illness that transmits itself transforms itself.
There is, however, one sort of madness that transmits from parents to children with a constant similarity: I
speak of suicidalmadness.… Similar heredity is as common in suicidalmadness as it is rare in other forms of
insanity (pp. 7–9).

Schüle 1880/1888 (61, 62) The transmission of disordersmay be grouped according to form.Most often, the nature of the disorder is the
same as in the ancestors, that is to say that amelancholy of the descendantsmay appear in succession from
the melancholy of the parents, frequently with the same ideas and same tendencies. Thus, suicide is also
transmitted from one generation to another… [But] well-defined mental affections need not be alone
transmitted; the cerebral, nervous, and mental affections can alter form in the offspring. Thus, a first
generationmaybestruckwithmentaldisorders, the secondmaybeaffectedbychoreaandepilepsy, and the
third by melancholy and mania (p. 409).

Blandford 1886 (63) Thefirst remarktobemade is thatchildrenmay inherit insanity fromparentswhoarenot insane;andthiswecan
explain in twoways: first, although the parents may not have been insane, insanitymay have existed in their
parents and reappeared in the grandchildren, skipping a generation; secondly, though the parentsmay not
have been insane, they may have been the subjects of neuroses, which in their progeny become insanity;
they may have been chronic drunkards, epileptics, hypochondriacs, weak-minded, or have indicated their
nervous conditionby chorea, stammering, and the like. The reverse of this is also true: insane parents, either
or both, may have of a number of children some insane, others idiots, others epileptics, deaf mutes, or
nervous, and someperfectly saneandsound… (p. 118). Ifwehave theopportunityof knowingandobserving
all the children in a family taintedwith insanity, it will not be difficult to point out, even at an early age, those
individuals in which it is most likely to be developed. Children may show signs of a nervous temperament
almost frombirth. Convulsive attacks, night horrors, a tendency to spasmodic ailments, chorea, or epilepsy,
mark out those who inherit, beyond others, the hereditary weakness (p. 122).

Hammond 1883 (23) It isapeculiarityofnervousaffectionsthat theyarenotnecessarily transmitted todescendants in thesameform
inwhichtheyappear in theancestors.Thus, the lattermayhaveepilepsyandtheprogenyneuralgia,migraine,
or some variety of mental alienation, or the reversemay occur. Neither when insanity itself is clearly due to
hereditary influence is it always the case that a like typeof disease is transmitted. Theancestors, for instance,
may have had general paralysis, and the descendants will exhibit the several forms ofmania ormelancholia
(p. 85).

continued
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TABLE 3, continued

Author, Year, Reference Text

Kirchhoff 1893 (64) As regards the formofmental disturbance, heredityacts in twoways, eachofwhich is sharplydefined, andonly
rarely do we find transitional forms. The more extensive group embraces symptom-complexes which are
distinguished, not alone by variability as regards each one, but also by the fact that they are apt to pass into
oneanother.Thisgrouphas taught themultifarious relationsofheredity; all theneurosesalreadymentioned
and allied conditions, such as inebriety, criminal impulses, etc., lead to themost manifold symptoms as the
result of heredity. In the second group there is inheritance of the same form of mental disturbance as that
presented by the ancestor, but this form is very much rarer than the preceding variety. The disease may
appear in thechildrenat the sameageas it did in theparents,or under similarconditions—for example,when
mother and daughter are attacked in childbed. The most striking phenomenon in this respect is the
inheritance of the tendency to suicide (p. 30).

Burr 1894 (41) One inherits a susceptibility, so-called, to mental disease from intemperate, vicious, insane, or delicate
ancestors (p. 31).

Regis 1895 (54) The source of this predisposition may be not merely mental alienation in the ancestors, but other related
diseases, eccentricity, neuroses, alcoholism, certain diatheses, consanguinity, etc.… The hereditary taint
may reveal itself in the children by amental disorder identical with that of the parent. This occurs in cases of
suicidal impulseand sometimesalso incertain formsof alienation, such, for example, as circular insanity. It is
then similar or homologous. It is dissimilar or transformed, on the other band,when it ismodified in passing
from one generation to another. This is generally the case (pp. 38–40).

Maudsley 1895 (53) Except inmelancholy and in dipsomania, it is unusual for the disease to pass by descent in the same form. Nor
need the unsound strain in the stock show itself in any form of actual insanity; it may appear in some allied
nervous disorder—in hypochondriasis, in suicide, in epilepsy, in dipsomania, in weakness of mind, in
neuralgias, in stammering, in chorea, in spasmodic asthma, in some periodical nerve-storm of abnormal
character; as, conversely, thesedisordersofonegenerationmay in their turn forebodesomeformof insanity
in the next generation (p. 51).

Kraepelin 1899 (56, 57) Theclinical formaswellas thecourseof thementaldisorder [often] faithfully repeats ineach individualcase the
clinical picture of the ancestry fromwhom the characteristics are inherited (homogeneous inheritance).… I
will even go a step further and suppose that a number of even closer groups can be distinguished which
represent a pronounced tendency to homogeneous inheritance. The manic-depressive diseases, for
instance, are likely to form such a group, another the psychoses of the involutional period.…On the other
hand, we likewise observe quite frequently a transforming heredity which in particular may take the most
varied directions.… All these forms of inheritance have the pathological basis in common, whereas the
development of the disorders seems to be determined in particular by various accidental causes (p. 69).

Macpherson 1899 (58) Inmorbid heredity, diathetic and nervous conditions are seldom transmitted in the same form fromparent to
offspring. The morbid basis persists and it only is transmitted, the neuroses being transformed in each
succeeding generation, and being different in members of the same family. This is known as dissimilar
heredity or heredity by transformation.… In a certain number of cases, however, the neuroses are
transmitted by heredity in the same form from parent to offspring. This is known as analogous or similar
heredity (p. 6).

Berkley 1900 (46) Only exceptionally … is the type of insanity developed in the descendant identical with that present in the
forefather; transmutations usually take place, so that among the children of neurotic parents we are apt to
find various forms ofmental alienation.Occasionally the same forms of insanity crop up fromgeneration to
generation… (p. 106).

Brower 1902 (47) If besides the heredity ofmental disease itself we take account of other neurotic and degenerative conditions,
we greatly enlarge the scope of hereditary influence in the causation of insanity. Eccentricity, epilepsy,
hysteria, “nervousness,” intemperance, vagabondage, and criminality, as well as various organic and
functional (so-called) neurotic disorders, are very often met with in the family histories of the insane, and
therearecertaindisorders, the liability towhich is inherited, thatmayalternate in thegenerationswithmental
disorder (p. 20).

Ballet 1903 (48) Transmittedpathological characters are not always the same.Ahysteric canengender ahysteric, andacaseof
melancholy a case of melancholy. But it is more common that the transmitted defects are different from
those seen in the agents of transmission [i.e., the parents].… This is expressed by saying that heredity is
sometimes similar, sometimes dissimilar. In mental pathology, similar heredity is the exception, dissimilar
heredity the rule (p. 23).

Krafft-Ebing 1903 (44, 45) It is only exceptionally that one and the same disease in progenitors and descendants develops as a result of
hereditary transmission of abnormal disposition. On the contrary, there is a remarkable changeableness of
the disease-pictures that has almost the significance of a law (polymorphism or transmutation). The
transmutations are innumerable. Themost various neuroses and psychoses appear in families affectedwith
heredity, side by side and one after another, through generations; and they teach us that from a biologico-
etiologic standpoint they are branches of but one and the same pathologic tree (p. 158).

De Fursac 1903 (50, 51) Heredity is… similar when the anomaly present in the descendant is the same as that in the ascendant; in the
opposite case it is dissimilar. The latter form is by far the most frequent (p. 9).
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neuropathic constitution, eccentricities, vices, crime, and
sometimes genius (39, p. 360).

Brower 1902: It is not infrequently observed that the parents of
the insane on one side or the other are themselves on the
borderlandof insanity;whilenotexactlyover theboundary-line,
they are erratic, peculiar, “nervous,” or otherwise manifest a
degenerative neurotic tendency (47, p. 21).

Krafft-Ebing 1903: The hereditary influence of abnormal character
in predisposing to insanity has been demonstrated (44; 45, p. 159).

Insanity can, these authors suggest, be transmitted
from relatives who demonstrate a range of personality-like

traits described in terms such as eccentric, peculiar, and
odd.

MISCELLANEOUS OBSERVATIONS

Several other observations of interest on the nature of the
hereditary risk for insanitywerenotedbyourauthors (Table5).
Six are noteworthy. First, as observed byHaslam (1798), insane
relatives often demonstrate a similar age at onset:

Although I have made no exact calculation, yet, from a great
number of cases, it appears to be the time, when the hereditary
disposition is most frequently called into action; or, to speak

TABLE 4. Role of personality/temperament/spectrum

Author, Year, Reference Text

Cox 1811 (19) There is a connate predisposition, where certain peculiarities are exhibited, which mark men as
characters who delight in oddity, in singularity of manner, modes of thinking and reasoning, such as
often accompany the different temperaments when they are exquisitely marked, when extreme
mobility of body and mind, or torpidity of either, takes place.… Persons thus predisposed should
carefully avoid the exciting causes.Wherever singularity of natural temper is strikingly obvious, there
exists a connate predisposition to insanity (pp. 23–24).

Prichard 1837 (24) Inmany instances it hasbeenobserved that,while somemembersofa familyaremanifest lunatics, others
are only eccentric in character, displaying peculiarities of habit, conduct, and disposition (p. 124).

Esquirol 1845 (27) This predisposition, which manifests itself by the external conformation, by the moral and intellectual
character of individuals, is not more surprising with reference to insanity, than to gout, phthisis
pulmonalis, etc. It is noticeable, even from infancy. It will explain amultitude of whims, irregularities,
and anomalies of character, which should betimes have put the parents on their guard (p. 50).

Esquirol 1845, quoted in
Lucas (60)

Lypemania [broadlyanalogoustomelancholia] is…oftenhereditary;Thosewith lypemaniaarebornwitha
particular temperament, the melancholy temperament, which disposes to lypemania (vol. 2, p. 784).

Noble 1853 (28) Inwhat particular temperament, or constitutionofbody, this vicious tendency [to insanity] inheres, or in
what manner it comes first into existence, are questions involved, to a great extent, in difficulty and
uncertainty (p. 232).

Griesinger 1861 (30, 31) An original anomalous disposition is also not to be denied in those cases where one or both parents,
althoughnotsufferingunder insanity,presentastrikingeccentricityorextravaganceofcharacter, and
a morbid exaltation of the passions, which strongly approach to insanity (p. 153).

Marcé 1862 (32) [We observe] intellectual quirks … defiant, mobile, elusive sad prerogatives of some parents of the
insane. They deny themost obvious facts, judge them incorrectly, and try to provide explanations for
their most unreasonable actions. This is not yet madness, but there is already an abnormal state of
intellect which serves as a transitional state tomore serious conditions and offers a very serious and
dangerous problem from the point of view of transmission (p. 107).

Ball 1880 (39) [After discussion of various statistics for the proportion of cases of insanity with affected relatives] For
me, Idonothesitate for amoment to take thebroadestbasis, and I say thathereditarypredisposition is
found in the vastmajorityofcases, provided that youknowhowto look for it.…Forothersfinally, and I
frankly agree with their opinion, it is necessary to take into account not only madness, but other
material or moral [psychological] deviations parallel to it: neurosis, the neuropathic constitution,
eccentricities, vices, crime, and sometimes genius (p. 360).

Schüle 1880/1888 (61, 62) Underlying transmitted inherited disease, we can define an abnormal constitution, a defective nervous
or psychicconstitution; this imperfectioncanbephysiological (lackof proper balance in thedifferent
intellectual functions; pathological exaggeration of a faculty, the others being weakened or
developmental delay), or it may be a morphological deformity of the head and brain (p. 411).

Church 1900 (65) In determining the factor of heredity we must not be content with ascertaining the existence of
psychoses in theascendants,butmustseek,bycareful interrogationofvariousmembersof the family,
for some of the hereditary equivalents, such as epilepsy, chorea, hysteria, neurasthenia,
somnambulism, migraine, organic diseases of the central nervous system, criminal tendencies,
eccentricities of character, drunkenness, etc., for these equivalents are interchangeable from one
generation to another, and are simply evidencesof instability of the nervous system. It is the unstable
nervousorganization that is inherited, not a particular neurosis or psychosis, and itmust beour aim in
the investigation of the progenitors to discover the evidence of this (p. 611).

Brower 1902 (47) It is not infrequently observed that the parents of the insane onone side or the other are themselves on
the borderland of insanity; while not exactly over the boundary-line, they are erratic, peculiar,
“nervous,”or otherwisemanifest a degenerative neurotic tendency.We have in these caseswhat has
been called the insane diathesis; a condition that tends to insanity, if not in the individual himself, at
least in his descendants (p. 21).

Krafft-Ebing 1903 (44, 45) Thehereditary influenceofabnormalcharacter inpredisposingto insanityhasbeendemonstrated(p.159).
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more plainly, it is that stage of life when persons, whose
families have been insane, aremost liable to becomemad (66,
p. 117).

Second, Kellogg commented, in 1897, on the strength of
hereditary influences in different classes of relatives:

Other things being equal, the nearness of the kinship de-
termines the degree of the heredity, counting first in direct
line parents and grandparents, and then in indirect line
uncles, aunts, and cousins.… Convergent heredity, that is to
say fromboth parents and of like kind, is apt to be very strong
(55, p. 87).

Third, a number of authors noted the consequences of
“inheritance of acquired characteristics,” which was accepted
by virtually all medical experts and most biologists up to the
1880s, including Charles Darwin (67). Most commonly, they
noted that the risk tooffspring fromanaffectedparentwouldbe
much less prior to rather than after the onset of illness in the
parent. This was because the active insanity in a parent was
assumed, typically by a process termed pangenesis (67), to
contribute to the egg or sperm, thereby increasing illness risk in
offspring:

Rush 1812: Children born previously to the attack of madness
in their parents are less liable to inherit it than those who are
born after it (20, p. 51).

Ball 1880: [C]hildren born to sick parents, but before the onset
ofmadness, are infinitely less exposed [to risk] than thosewho
have the misfortune to be born later (39, p. 362).

Fourth, one authorwas concerned about intrauterine effects
as a special form of familial transmission:

Dagonet 1876: Striking psychological moral impressions,
suffered by the mother during the gestation, can also come
to exert a pernicious effect on the child that she carries in
her womb and can cause in them a nervous disposition (38,
p. 482).

Fifth, Dagonet also commented on the premorbid features
that indicated a high hereditary risk for insanity:

Signs of hereditary predisposition.… [O]ne can notice from
childhood an excessive impressionability, irritability, driving
quirks, some eccentricities, nervous tics, etc.… Later, around
the age of puberty, we observe a kind of hypochondria, an
exaggerated nervous temperament, resulting in neuroses of
various kinds, attacks of hysteria… [and] finally, a particular
moral idiosyncrasy [whichoften]…disturbs the tranquility of
the domestic home (38, p. 482).

Finally, Kraepelin was the only author reviewed who
opined on the degree of heritable influence on different
psychiatric syndromes:

Manic-depressive insanity, epileptic, hysteric mental disor-
ders … and lastly Verrückheit (paranoia) … develop most
frequently on an hereditary basis. Infection psychoses, states
of exhaustion, insanity of the involutional period, and pro-
gressiveparalysis appear relatively little influencedbyheredity,
whereas dementia praecox, idiocy, and chronic intoxications
occupy an intermediate position (56; 57, p. 68).

WHITEHEAD AND RIBOT

Having reviewed texts written by and largely for alienists/
psychiatrists, I wonderedwhether similar viewswere adopted
byexpertsoutside thisfield. I consulted two:JamesWhitehead,
a British physician and author of one of the few 19th-century
English texts on heredity (68, 69), On the Transmission From
Parent to Offspring of Some Forms of Disease and of Morbid
Taints and Tendencies, published in 1857 (69), and the French
psychologist/philosopher Théodule Ribot, author ofHeredity:
A Psychological Study of Its Phenomena, Laws, Causes, and
Consequences,publishedin1873(70)andtranslatedin1875(52).

As seen in Table 6, Whitehead and Ribot both offered
views on the transmission of insanity consistent with the
majority of our authors. Whitehead’s views on the role of
personality andRibot’s on “eccentricity”were also congruent
with our review. Ribot emphasizes the frequent heteroge-
neity of the disorders in the families of insane patients.

DISCUSSION

I provide an overview of the major themes in psychiatric
genetics inWesternpsychiatry from1780 to 1910.Of themany
topics discussed in this rich literature, I emphasize six. In
addition to summarizing them, I here review the degree to
which they have been replicated by the more sophisticated
methods of modern psychiatric genetics.

First,most reviewedauthorswere convinced thathereditary
factors were important in the etiology of insanity, a number of
themconsideringit thesinglemost importantcause.Therewere,
however, a few doubters, some on metaphysical grounds, and a
rare clinician who was concerned that psychological factors
might contribute substantially to the transmission of insanity in
families. Recent research clearly supports the strong etiologic
role of genetic risk factors for most psychiatric disorders (56).

Second, our authors were concerned with whether in-
sanity itself was directly transmitted within families, or only
the predisposition. Some background is in order here. In the
18th and 19th centuries, it waswidely believed that to be truly
hereditary, traits or diseases had to be manifest at birth, such
as skin color, or that they at least had to run in families with
high consistency (6). Insanity met neither of these criteria.
Indeed, authors puzzled over the apparently random nature
of inheritance. Onset was typically in early or middle adult
life, andpatientswereoften seenwhoseparentswerewellbut
who had more distant relatives (grandparents, aunts, uncles,
etc.) who were affected. In siblings, some would become ill
while others ledmentally healthy lives. These patterns could
be explained by assuming that the heritable trait was a pre-
disposition that could be quiescent over development or even
acrossgenerations.Afurthercommonobservationencouraged
thisconceptualization.Manycliniciansobserved that onsetsof
insanity occurred soon after adversities, yet that many others
experienced similar stressors without becoming insane. So
they developed a model, articulated in the quotation from
Adams above (see Table 2), in which the level of hereditary
predispositionwas related to the severity of stressor needed to
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TABLE 5. Special topics in the hereditary transmission of insanity

Author, Year,
Reference Topica Text

Haslam
1798 (66)

AAO Although I havemadeno exact calculation, yet, fromagreat number of cases, it appears to be the time,
whenthehereditarydisposition ismost frequentlycalled intoaction;or, tospeakmoreplainly, it is that
stage of life when persons, whose families have been insane, aremost liable to becomemad (p. 117).

Rush 1812 (20) AAO It [insanity] generally attacks in those stages of life inwhich it has appeared in the patient’s ancestors.…
Childrenbornpreviously to the attackofmadness in their parents are less liable to inherit it than those
who are born after it (p. 51).

Prichard
1837 (24)

AAO Another observation relating to the hereditary transmissionof thismorbid tendency [to insanity] is, that
the disease is apt to show itself in different individuals of a family at a particular period of life (p. 122).

Baillarger
1844 (26)

Sex-specific
transmission

This research [the inheritance of madness] would lead to the conclusion that the transmission of
intellectual andmoral faculties is far more often frommother to daughter than frommother to sons
and this transmission, on the contrary, takes place much more frequently from father to boys than
from father to girls (pp. 167–168).

Noble 1853 (28) IAC Another circumstance determining the origin of constitutional predisposition, is the moral conduct of
the father ormother, or both. It is somethingmore than plausible speculation, whichmakes out that
the physical and moral condition of parents, at the commencement of embryonic existence,
influences, in some degree, the integrity of the offspring… (p. 234). It is certain, moreover, that
injurious excitement of the mind, and particularly of the moral nature, especially when this is long
continuedandpainful, hasmuch todowithoriginatingcerebral disease, not only in thedirect subject
of such excitement, but also in the offspring (p. 237).

Du Saulle
1873 (36)

Psychological
contagion

Certain people suffering fromdelusions of persecution sometimes convert those around them to their
delusions.Whenaperson, amentally healthyone, for thatmatter, lives constantlywithoneof these ill
people, and when he/she is present at the beginning of their delusions, he/she first finds their ideas
strange, then in certain cases excuses their errors in reason, shares one by one as the delusions give
rise to all of their aberrations andobsessive/pathological ideas, so that after a certain time he/she has
acceptedand appropriated a systematizeddelusioncreatedout of the blue by the sick person! (p. 10)

Dagonet
1876 (38)

IAC Ifweexamine themorbidconditions inparents that, apart from insanity itself, canbecomefor childrena
causeofhereditarypredisposition, themostprominentwouldbealcoholism.… [C]hildrenconceived
during the drunkenness of the father, even if the father was not a drunkard, produces a strong
predisposition to insanity… (p. 478).Strikingpsychologicalmoral impressions, sufferedby themother
during the gestation, can also come to exert a pernicious effect on the child that she carries in her
womb and can cause in them a nervous disposition (p. 482).

Dagonet
1876 (38)

“Infectious”
transmission

[E]pidemics of madness that appear from time to time under the influence of certain conditions of
general overexcitation, andwhich can arise because of the widespread hereditary predispositions in
the country.… It is, indeed, enough for some highly predisposed people to attend to the pernicious
spectacle of eccentric andextravagant acts, to receive adeep impression that could, in turn, become
the starting point of their own disorders.… [S]uch examples cannot be lost; they must lead to
measuresofwiseprophylaxis. Itwouldbeausefulcaution toorder tomoveawayfromthesadsightof
unfortunate peoplewhohave lost their reason, people inwhomwenotice a strong susceptibility… a
lively and mobile imagination, an abnormal impressionability; in a word, any predisposition to
alienation (pp. 475–476).

Dagonet
1876 (38)

Precursors Signs of hereditary predisposition.… [O]ne can notice from childhood an excessive impressionability,
irritability, driving quirks, some eccentricities, nervous tics, etc. The child sometimes shows a wild
nature, is unsociable: hecanbeofweak intelligence; he is sometimes, on thecontrary, endowedwith
a strong and precocious intelligence. Later, around the age of puberty, we observe a kind of
hypochondria, an exaggerated nervous temperament, resulting in neuroses of various kinds, attacks
of hysteria … [and] finally, a particular moral idiosyncrasy that becomes the source of incessant
sorrows, and which, in most cases, disturbs the tranquility of the domestic home (p. 482).

Ball 1880 (39) IAC Finally, note that children born to sick parents, but before the onset of madness, are infinitely less
exposed [to risk] than those who have the misfortune to be born later (p. 362).

Hammond
1883 (23)

Maternal effects That the tendency to certain diseases is derived from the seminal fluid of the male, and in an equal or
perhapsgreaterdegree fromtheovariesof the female, doesnotadmitof a reasonabledoubt; but that
there are other agencies at work capable of influencing the childwhile yet unborn is quite as certain.
And this fact demands that a distinction shall be made between those diseases or other peculiarities
which are connate and those which are purely hereditary. By a connate disease we understand one
which the child possesses when born, not necessarily the result of any similar taint or impression
received from the system, either of the father or mother, but due to accidents or mental influences
operating through the mother. For instance, a child may be born idiotic, not because either of
the parents or other ancestors were similarly affected, but through the influence of some severe
mental or physical shock received by themother during her pregnancy.… Such cases are, of course,
not due to hereditary transmission, for a disease cannot be communicated hereditarily which has
not affected either of the parents or any other ancestor (p. 77).

continued
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provoke the onset of insanity (71). Molecular genetic methods
have shown definitively that psychiatric disorders are not full
penetrant “genetic diseases” but rather are highly polygenic, so
thatwhat is inherited is indeeda liability to illness (57,72).Many
empirical studies have supported the existence of gene-by-
environment interaction in the etiology of psychiatric disor-
ders (73–75).

Third, the probabilistic nature of the transmission of in-
sanitywas often noted as a concomitant of the liability theory.
This explained why insanity would often skip generations or
occurred in only a few of many siblings. The first of these
observations would now be explained by the “incomplete”
penetrance of the transmitted liability. The second of these
observations could be explained the same way, but also by
Mendel’s lawof segregation, rediscovered in 1900, toward the
very end of our historical period (76).

Fourth, despite the varied and informal diagnostic ap-
proaches practiced over this period, it was widely observed

that, with respect to severe mental illness, like often did not
beget like. However, several authors did comment that in
some families, syndromes did “run true,” particularly suicide
and what we would now call bipolar illness.

The rise of systematic family and twin studies has re-
peatedly demonstrated that the hope that psychiatric dis-
orders, “properly diagnosed,”would run true within families
has failed to materialize. Repeated studies have shown that
close relatives of carefully selected patients with one given
disorder typically have an increased risk for a range of psy-
chiatric disorders (77). Using a related method, now con-
firmedbymolecular genetic studies (78),most of our disorders
have quite substantial genetic correlations with other psy-
chiatric conditions (79, 80). A consensus might be that a
moderate proportion of genetic risk for most disorders is
unique to that disorder, but considerable sharing of genetic
risk is seen across groups of disorders (e.g., internalizing,
externalizing, psychotic) (58–60, 72).

TABLE 5, continued

Author, Year,
Reference Topica Text

Clark 1895 (42) Methodological
problems

In estimating the influence of heredity in producing a tendency to insanity, regard has to be had to the
number of instances of insanity that have occurred among the relatives, direct or collateral, and of
the taint of the patient under consideration. Heredity has been considered to exist in those cases, and in
those only in which a record of insanity has been found among the near relatives. [However,] first this
estimate is liable to error. The insanityof the relativemaynot havebeenheritable, or at least remotely so,
as, for example, in general paralysis of the insane. Second, the insanity of the relative and that of the
patient under consideration may arise from different sources, and not from a common cause (p. 238).

Kellogg
1897 (55)

Potency of various
relations

Other things being equal, the nearness of the kinship determines the degree of the heredity, counting
first in direct line parents and grandparents, and then in indirect line uncles, aunts, and cousins.…
Convergent heredity, that is to say from both parents and of like kind, is apt to be very strong (p. 87).

Kellogg
1897 (55)

IAC A child born after the parents’ Insanitywill be affectedmore likely than one born before the attack. The
hereditywill be strongest in those born nearest and after the attack, provided the parent’s recovery is
complete, but the children of imperfectly recovered patientsmay have decided heredity. Heredity is
apt to be intense in children begotten in the acute incubatory stage of mental diseases… (p. 87). A
somewhat similar direct origin of morbid heredity proceeds from physical or psychical influences
active in the parents at the moment of the conception of the child. These influences may be
exhausting diseases, toxic, and specially alcoholic, conditions, and powerfully distressing emotions,
which, like thematernal impressionsofgestation,maybe followedbybodilyormental abnormities in
the offspring (pp. 88–89).

Macpherson
1899 (58)

IAC Pathological influences, acting on the germ-plasm and sperm cell, tend to break the continuity of
physiological inheritanceand tocreatenewcharacteristics,which, beingabnormal, are less inharmony
with the environment, and consequently hamper the individual in the struggle for existence (p. 5).

Kraepelin
1899 (56, 57)

Different degrees
of heritability

Manic-depressive insanity, epileptic, hysteric mental disorders … and lastly Verrückheit (paranoia) …
developmost frequently on anhereditary basis. Infection psychoses, states of exhaustion, insanity of
the involutional period and progressive paralysis [general paresis of the insane] appear relatively little
influenced by heredity, whereas dementia praecox, idiocy, and chronic intoxications occupy an
intermediate position (p. 68).

Brower
1902 (47)

IAC [T]he insanity of the parent is no insurance of that of the child, and… if it has occurred after the birth of
the latter, there is a better chance of its escape. In that case the offspring inherits only the general
weakness thatcausedthebreakdownof theparent,not theadded injury to thebrain fromtheparental
insanity itself (p. 20).

Ballet 1903 (48) Pregnancy effects It isalsonecessary totake intoaccount in thesearchfor transmitteddefects, theconditionof themother
and any physiological or pathological incidents that may have occurred during pregnancy, the
emotions, the fears, the illnesses of various natures can in fact exert an unfortunate influence on the
development of the child during pregnancy (p. 27).

Dana 1904 (49) Pregnancy effects
and AAO

Injuries or even severe shock to themother during the earlymonths of pregnancy sometimes leads to
nervousness in theoffspring.Themother transmitsneurosesmoreoftenthanthe father.…Morbid traits
that have become fixed in a family reappear at about the same age in the descendants (pp. 23–24).

a AAO5similarity of age at onset in affected relatives; IAC5inheritanceof acquired characteristics,most typically increased risk for childrenbornafter versusbefore
parental onset of illness.
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Fifth, a number of authors expanded the range of con-
ditions frequently present in the relatives of the insane to
include personality traits reflecting eccentricities and be-
havioral oddities. They understood such conditions to bear a
close familial relationship with classical insanity. The results
from the famous Danish adoption study of schizophrenia (81,
82) and several subsequent family studies (83, 84) confirmed
these impressions, providing evidence for a familial/genetic
link between classical schizophrenia and a personality dis-
order characterized by odd speech, behavior, and beliefs
along with poor rapport and social isolation. Evidence for
personality-like diagnostic spectra have also been seen in
family members of individuals with other psychiatric dis-
orders, including bipolar illness and autism (77, 85).

Sixth, inheritance for the early workers in psychiatric
genetics was commonly understood to include prior envi-
ronmental parental experiences (67) and, for some authors,
parent-offspring transmission arising from psychological ef-
fects. The first of these theories did not stand the test of time.
In the final decades of the 19th century, August Weissmann
showed that in multicellular organisms, inheritance takes
place only by means of the germ cells, thereby disproving the
widely held theories of Lamarckian inheritance of acquired
characteristics (9). Interestingly, the early generation of adop-
tion studies of major psychiatric disorders, often with modest
sample sizes, typically found evidence only for genetic trans-
mission across generations (61, 67). However, consistent with
the claims of some of our 19th-century authors, larger andmore

powerful adoption designs have recently reliably detected ev-
idenceforenvironmentalparent-offspringtransmissionacrossa
range of psychiatric disorders (68, 69).

Limitations
This essay should be viewed in the context of five potential
limitations. First, texts were chosen because of language and
availability from online and library resources and not by
content.However, biasmayhaveaffected thisprocess. Second,
space limitations precluded details of background features of
particular authors, for example, Heinroth’s views on sin in the
etiology of insanity (57). Third, the reviewed texts were en-
tirely from English/American, French, and German/Austrian
authors. Fourth, I strove to select quotations objectively, but
cannot rule out a bias, for example, focusing preferentially on
certain topics. Finally, while this study was not designed to ex-
amine differences of author viewpoints during the period of
1780–1910, no striking trends were observed. For example, the
rise of infectious disease theories in general medicine in the late
19th century produced a commensurate reduction in interest in
hereditary theories (56). I sawno such trend amongour authors.

CONCLUSIONS

I have provided, through a review of a large, hopefully
representative set of primary sources, an overview of the
commonly expressed views of the role of heredity in the
etiology of insanity from1780 to 1910.Whathas been learned?

TABLE 6. Quotations from Whitehead (1858) and Ribot (1873) on the role of heredity in the etiology of insanity

Author, Year,
Reference Topic Text

Whitehead
1858 (69)

Transmission of
insanity

Thehereditary tendency to insanityappears tobe sogeneral, that it hasnot escaped thenoticeof
any author who has written on mental pathology (p. 41).

Role of personality As there is no physical peculiarity more liable to transmission than that of temperament, so the
several types of disease peculiar to such conditionmust be expected to influence any specific
idiosyncrasy or diathesis derived from the parent.… [I]n the nervous temperament,
disturbances of the cerebral system must be expected as a complication, convulsive
affections, epilepsy, hysteria, chorea, [and] mania (pp. 43–44).

Ribot 1873 (70) Transmission of
insanity

Does the study of mental diseases contribute its quota of facts in favor of heredity? The answer
must be in the affirmative. The transmission of all kinds of psychological anomalies whether
of passions and crimes, of which we have already spoken, or of hallucinations and insanity,
of which we are next to speak is so frequent, and evidenced by such striking facts, that the
most inattentive observers have been struck by it, and that morbid psychological heredity
is admitted even by those who have no suspicion that this is only one aspect of a lawwhich is
far more general (p. 119).

Polymorphic heredity The metamorphoses of heredity are still more perplexing. Nervous disorders are often
transformed in their transmission.Convulsions in theprogenitorsmaychange tohysteriaor to
epilepsy in thedescendants. A case is citedwherehyperaesthesia in the father branchedout in
the grandchildren into the various forms of monomania, mania, hypochondria, hysteria,
epilepsy, convulsions, spasms. Facts of this kind are very numerous. To confine ourselves to
psychological metamorphoses, nothing ismore frequent than to see simple insanity become
suicidalmania,or suicidalmaniabecomesimple insanity, alcoholism,orhypochondria (p. 121).

Eccentricity in
transmission of
psychiatric illness

Justas real insanity…maybehereditarily reproducedonlyunder the formofeccentricity,maybe
transmitted from progenitors to descendants only in modified form, and in more or less
mitigated character, so a state of simple eccentricity in the parents, a state which is no more
thanapeculiarityorastrangenessofcharacter,mayin thechildrenbetheoriginof true insanity.
Thus, in these transformationsofhereditywesometimeshave thegermattaining itsmaximum
intensity; and, again, a maximum of activity may revert to the minimum (p. 212).
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First, we have gained insight into what our predecessors
understood about the role of heredity in the etiology of in-
sanity on thebasis of their extensive clinical experienceswith
patients and their families. Second, what about their specific
conclusions? Is there any reason to take their findings seriously
compared with results from the far more methodologically
rigorous reports of our own era?

A first reaction might be that the collective wisdom of the
work of these authors is scientifically useless. Perhaps they
result from biased observations based on faulty preconcep-
tions, since no controlled studies were done. I am skeptical
of this approach for two reasons. First, having read this lit-
erature for many hours, I find that such an approach would
reflect a radical devaluation of the experiences of earlier
practitioners of our discipline. Second, as the brief review
above suggests, ourmore refined scientificmethods appear to
have largely, albeit not entirely, verified their conclusions.

I suggest an alternative approach. Recent work in the
philosophy of science has valued “triangulation,” where
different kinds of methods are used to address an empirical
question (86). The value of a congruence of observations
is seen as stronger the greater the differences in methods.
Unlike replication, converging results from quite divergent
methods are unlikely to arise from similar methodologic
failings. In summary, this inquiry has sought to provide a
historical context inwhich to understand the development of
the modern field of psychiatric genetics. It provides us a
window on their empirical findings obtained by methods
quite different from those we now use, which, I suggest, can
usefully complement our own views on several key issues
within our field.
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